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CHerrrn 9

How We Can Meet Our Real Needs

IN rnrs cHAprER wE wrLL coNSTDER five approaches for escaping
from the absurd financial trap described in the first two parts of
the book. The five approaches are these:

r Changing our ways of thinking

e Projecting our needs and the resources available to meet them

* Replacing the phantom wealth structure

a Reviewing our lifestyles and consumption patterns

r Preparing for active aging

This chapter sets the stage for the next two chapters, which
consider first what individuals and then what organizations can do
to heln avoid a f iscal  cr is is.

Changing Our Ways of Thinking

America may be approaching a period resembling that of the last
third of the eighteenth century. The more I read about what peo-
ple did at that time to form the United States politically, socialiy,
and economically, as well as militarily, the more I respect them.
In addition to their bravery and commitment, they did huge
amounts of clear and deep thinking about the future while living
their daily lives.

But for years, none of the explanations I read about what hap-
pened seemed to explain adequately how or why it happened.
Then I found The Creation of the American Republic r776-178t
by Gordon S. Wood.' For those who are interested in that period,
I can't recommend this book highly enough.
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with the people, who transfer some responsibilities to their
governments?

These were not academic issues for philosophical discussron;
they were critical and pioneering exploratrons into unfamiriar
realms to develop a better way forpeople to live together in peace.
wood uses primary sources to trace the deveropm"nt of answers
to dozens of questions like these. Learned thinkers from the
ancient Creeks down had pondered some of these questions, but
never before had they been considered by the ordinary people who
had to live with the answers.

I believe there is a lesson in this for us today because it shows
that all the heavy lifting was not done by a few delegates in
Philadelphia. It was done by the people themselves-thousands
of them. In western Massachusetts, it was d.one in town meet-
ings' In some colonies, it was done in conventions. some srare
constrtutions required ratification by direct votes of citizens,
which were preceded by long public discussions.

This period also presents a lesson for us today because it shows
that nobody had a corner on the best ideas. The colonists were
primarily angry at King George III and the English parliament,
where they had no representatives. so, many whigs believed the
states needed only elected legislatures to govern themselves.

But the early experience of some states showed that if leeisla_
tures were not counterbalanced by other branches of gou"rnri".,t,
they could be as bad as the King and parliament weie. As needs
and weaknesses were recognized, early state constitutions were
revised.

The founders of the United States concentrated primarily on
how people should relate to their governments. Today, I believe,
the debate has shifted to how people shourd rerate to their busr-
ness and economic institutions. As the new debate expands, some
of what we now take to be laws of economrcs may prove to be no
more durable than the divine right of kings or primogeniture.

Indeed, this is why the most that I {or anyone) can possibly do
is to suggest ideas to be considered, improved, tested, and adopt_
ed or discarded. Some of the very astute readers who reviewed
early drafts of this book felt that my recommendations were nor
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strong enough or adequately detailed. They said that my descrip-tions of the problems were more specific than the solutions I pro-posed' My respectful answer to them is that what they asked foris simply not possible for me or anybody erse to do. tt is a job foral l  of  us to do, over trme.

Historical Lesson No. -e..
The Americon Revolution Was an Anticipatory Act

The people of the united states have become so used to reactingafter problems occur that we are inclined to think thrs wasalways how it was done. Wood,s book show, n"* ifri"gs weredifferent back in Revolutionary times. He and other writers haveexplained that the Slamp Act really wasn,t so onerous that ithurt business much; besides, it was ,o p^rfor the British costs ofdefending the colonies during the French and Indian wars. Theissue was biown up to gain popular support/ but as a cause forrebellion it was pretty small beer.
In fact, during the r77 4_7 5 period the Whigs were not reactingto what had been done but io whrt the Stamp Act suggestedcould be done in future. Their point was that if the colonies sub-mitted to taxation without ,"pr.r"rrrrtion, there was no limrt tohow their freedoms could be restricted.
According to wood, the American Revolution wtts a, antici-patory action by the coronists to deal with what they per.c:eived

as a potential danger.

Let's bring these lessons up to the present. If, after reading thefirst two parts of this book, you find yourself tentatively agreeingthat the ideas presented in them may be right {ancl I can,t ask formore) and if you then begin to think along these lines ,rrA ,.kquestions on your own, you wi, be followrng in the footsteps ofthe people in the thirteen colonies after May r 5, 776.And if yousee a potential danger, you can begin to consider actions to dealwith that danger.
Part III of this book is for those who wish to keep that Amen_can tradition alive. It,s an old process_only th" ,r,bi.ct m"tt", i,new. With care and luck, this revolution will be peaceful.
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A Eew Different Ways of Thinking

It's time to start asking fundamental questions about this coun-
try's economic beliefs and their power over us. We have been sold
a bill of goods by economists that almost all things that matter
can be equated with money. But we know this isn't true. For
example, we are told that the primary goal of the economy is to
satisfy consumers and minimize their costs. But what about the
needs of the same people as producers? What about the satisfac-
tion of doing a job weil_-as a life experience-rather than just

doing something fast and cheap? What about the millions of peo-
ple for whom predictability, stability, and security is more impor-
tant than novelty and quantity of purchases? How are consumers
satisfied when producers use advertising to create demand for
products that they never wanted before?

Unlike most sciences/ economics rests heavily on assumptions
rather than verifiable facts. It is time to question some of those
assumptions, as we began doing in Parts I and II when we exam-
ined conventional ideas about how stocks work. If the underly-
ing assumptions are not correct, then some of what economics

teaches may be as limited or incorrect as Newtonian physics.

Proiecting Our Needs and the
Resources Available to Meet Them

Americans have mixed feelings about planning. We are told that

this country emerged as the world's only superpower because free

capitalism is superior to central planning. Yet many of those who

are the strongest opponents of planning by the iederal govern-

ment expect the armed services always to be ready for whatever

may need to be done and also are quick to criticize the govern-

ment if it seems slow in providing relief services after disasters.
Yet both military preparedness and disaster relief preparedness
require extensive planning.

Americans often overlook the results of the country's many
successful  plans. Here are just two of count less examples.
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w In the r78os, even before the Constitution was written, Con_
gress enacted the Northwest Ordinances, which provided for
settling the territories west of the original thirteen states. The
Ordinance of ry87 became the basic plan under which the
nation expanded to forty_eight states.

w After World War I, research work that was pioneered by the
National Advisory committee for Aeronautics (a predecessor
of NASA) laid the foundation for the U.s. lead in military and
c iv i l ian  av ia t ion  tha t  con t inues  to  th is  day .

As with all successful plans, both of these started with prolec-
tions of future needs. But neither the Northwest ordinan.", .ro,
the aeronautical research plan told individuals what to do. They
just made it easier for people to do what they would probabry
want to do. If they wanted to organize a new state, a plan told
how to do it. If they wanted to design a new wing, tested formu-
las were provided to help.

It is time to follow these kinds of examples and project the
needs of this country,s aging popuiation. A good place to start rs
with demographic projections like those shown in Table r-r in
chapter r. of course, the data will be revised based on the zooo
census, but the fact that more people are going to live longer will
not change.

Absorbing those older people into states and communities wirl
require actions that can be anticipated much as the Northwest
ordinances anticipated the process of organizing communitres,
economies, and governments. providing for these people will
require new knowledge, much like what the fredglin g aircraft
industry needed.

Both the real-world and financial needs of order Americans
should be projected. The seven classes of baby boomers discussed
in Chapter z (the Wealthy, the Lucky, the Surprised, the Realis_
tic, the Employed, the Unemployed, and the Needy) provide
points of departure for this kind of practical planning.

We can consider their real-world needs by asking the types of
questions that regional and county planners all around the coun-
try ask when they are given the opportunity. Here are a few:
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r How does the size, location, and configuration of present hous-

ing compare with what older people will need and be able to

afford?

s How accessible is the housing to appropriate work, shopping,

health care, and other services?

a what types of transportation will be needed to move older peo-

ple from where they live to where they work, shop, and receive

services?

The ieast expensive place to house people is where land is

cheap. But many older people who will have to work will need to

live near their jobs or have adequate tlansportation. There are

linkages and tradeoffs among income levels, iob locations, hous-

ing locations and costs, and transportation modes and costs. The

linkages and tradeoffs are affected by physical limits, such as land

above {lood plains and available water. They are also affected by

popular wishes, such as limiting urban sprawl, protecting agri-

cultural lands and open spaces, and coping with automobiles'

An example of the consequences of a lack of planning can be

found in the plight of older women in rural British villages. Many

of them live alone on small pensions and have no car' They are

too dispersed for public transportation to take them to the large

shopping areas near large towns and cities that ate replacing their

village shops. The free market is letting these people down just as

it is letting people down in rural parts of the united States.

once the real-world needs have been considered, questions will

have to be asked about iobs. For example:

* How manv of these older people will probably need to work?

s Can the private sector/ and particularly large companies, be

expected to provide appropriate jobs?

w If not, who will provide the jobs?

older people who must work will need stable jobs that can be

adiusted to their changing capabilities. Today's trend toward tran-

sient and temporary workers will not meet the need for security

that becomes increasingly important for many people as they
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grow older. If adequate national medical insurance is not avail-
able, they will need health benefits from their employers.

If the global economy continues ro expand, the effects of com_
parative labor costs must be considered. If multinational corpora-
tions can have their products made anywhere in the world, will
they make their products here in order to provide jobs? So far, the
answer has been a resounding ,,No!,,

Before large corporations can provide the needed lobs and ben-
efits, they will have to reverse their present policies of cutting
costs that encourage older employees to ret i re or accept part- t ime
jobs. Instead, they will have to return to the principles of corpo-
rate citizenship and responsibility to their communities.

Few corporations that decide to meet their community,s real
needs will be as profitable as investors expect them to be today.
The experrence of Ben & |erry,s (discussed in Chapter 6)_a com_
pany that has always held community responsibility as one of its
standards but was reviled by the business press for not returning
enough to shareholders-is a good example, and there are countless
others. But if companies don,t meet the country,s real needs, then
savings may have to be channeled to other types of organizatrons
that will-perhaps new types of financial institutions and busr-
ness organizations or nonprofit and governmental organizations.

There are other questions to ask about incomes.

w How much income will the 75 million peopre who are projected
to be over 65 by zcao need to live in minimal comfort? {A pos_
sible test of adequacy at the local level might be the minimum
incomes that states or communities use today in attracting
new residents who will pay at least as much in taxes as thev
cost in services.)

w How does this level of income compare with projected Social
Security benefits?

w How does it compare with the amount of interest and divi-
dends paid in the country today?

x How much additional income would have to come from other
sources?
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r if some of the older people have assets that they expect to sell,

such as homes and securities, who will be able to buy them?

Most of the data that state and local governments need to

approximate answers to these questions are readily available. If
just a few states and communities ask them and publish their pre-

liminary findings, others across the country will see the need to

ask these questions too. I believe that most of the analyses will

show huge gaps between what older people and their communities

will want and need, and what industry can be expected to provide

based on today's investment pract ices.

The analyses will show the shortfall when it comes to working

and retirement incomes, affordable homes, access to work and

services, and of course/ health care. They will also show that

most of the private sector investments required to make up the

difference will fall into the productive investment gap that was

discussed in Chapter 8, which means that, under present condi-

tions, they will not be made. As the picture emerges, the need to

stop the leak and channel savings away from parasitic speculation

into productive investments will become obvious.

A lot can be learned from simple "back-of-the-envelope" arith-

metic. For example, the Census Bureau projects that from 2ooo to

203o, the number of people over age 6 5 will double from 34.7 mil-

lion to 6q.+ million. This indicates that almost 35 million more

people over age 65 will need affordable housing, food, transporta-

tion, medic al care, and other services.

That will be like providing the housing, jobs, services, and

transportation for triple the combined populations of New York

City, Chicago, and Houston-in thirty years. That is the equiva-

lent of creating nine huge new cities. The first set of the three-

city equivalents will be needed by about zo:r6, ot about five years

after the boomers begin to turn 65. All of these people have

homes today, but many will find that their homes no longer meet

their needs or that they can't afford to stay where they raised their

{amilies.
State and local governments don't have to let this wave of

needs take them by surPrise'
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Replacing the Phantom Wealth Structure

l l l l lttg[r The phantom wealth structure is based on false

T"Wi"P expectations. The way to replace the structure
*.{$wffid is to remove the expectations.

The last part of the summary in Chapter g, which reviewed
what we discussed in Parts I and II, outlined the self-reinforcing
cycle that is expanding the phantom wealth structure. If this
country is going to solve the problems that the structure is help-
rng to createt it will have to break the cycle. Because the struc-
ture is based on false expectations, the easiest way to do that is
to remove the expectat ions. That suggests a sequence of s ix
steps-none of which necessarily involves action by the federal
government.

r. Help people understand why stock prices can,t keep rising once
the baby boomers stop buying and start selling.

z. when people understand that, they will make more reahstic
evaluations of their retirement accounts by considering what
market conditions will be like when the boomers, accounts
must be sold.

3. More realistic evaluations will discourage the flow of retire-
ment savings into stocks in search of phantom returns/ so
prices will not continue to rise as a result of retirement-d.nven
momentum.

4. Boomers and other investors will then look for alternative
investments that can protect rather than destroy their capital
while helping to meet the country,s real needs. It will also
encourage boomers to think about having to work into their
later years.

5. The foregoing will reduce the demand for stocks and make it
futile for pension and mutual funds to press companies for

H O W  W E  C A N  M E E T  O U R  R E A L  N E E D S

stock price gains. The financial services industry will then
have an incentive to develop other, more sustainable financial
products that meet the country's and society's real needs.

6. Communities and other jurisdictions will be able to consider
how to meet their real needs by using the money, including the
baby boomers' savings, that will no longer be flowing into
stocks.

In the next section of the chapter, we will discuss how to take

these steps.

Investment Quality

Nearly everybody knows that as the world's economies become

integrated and global competition expands, economic e{ficiency

becomes more important. People differ over how fast globaliza-

tion should proceed, but there is no reason to expect it to stop in

the foreseeable future. So it's time to think about what invest-

ments should do and how they should be measured in relation to

regional and community needs.

Many economists and investors believe that because the United

States has the most efficient capital markets the worid has ever

seen it must also have an efficient economy. They point to the

buying and selling of stocks and other securities almost instanta-

neously with minuscule transaction costs as evidence of how

well the markets match those who have capital with those who

need i t .
Transaction costs and market efficiency, however, are poor

indicators of economic efficiency because they measure lnputs

and outputs in the same units-money. Using them is like deter-

mining the efficiency of an engine by how little energy it uses in

the process of burning fuel.

But the efficiency of most engines and other machines rs

measured by how much work they do in relation to the fuel they

consume-as with miles per gallon. The inputs {in gallons) pro-

duce outputs tvehicle miles) and the ratios of the different unrts

are used, for example, to compare the efficiency of cars or

engines.

r 5 g
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Parasitic investors rarery use real-world units to measure the
work that their stocks help perform. Because they are iust inter_
ested in making money with money, they are content to measure
phantom returns in relation to purchase pnces and transactron
costs. They don't know or care if buying outstanding shares of a
large mature company,s stock will lead to appropriate, accessible,
and dependable iobs with adequate benefits ior older people.
Indeed, as we have discussed, buying these shares often leads to
the opposite results.

What Investment Should Mean
Economists and other advisers urge Americans to save more and
invest their savings to provide for their retirements and to help
the economy grow. They assume that efficient capital markets
will rnatch the savings with the country's needs because the
greatest needs offer the highest returns. According to this reason-
ing, investors, who are assumed to make wise choices when they
seek the highest returns, will automatically serve the needs of
society. But as we have seen, it ain,t necessarily so.

There will always be a productive investment pyramid (see
again Figure g-r) with the opportunities that promise the largest
and fastest returns near the top. But the country does not have to
allow (much less encourage) phantom returns from parasitic
rnvestments to compete with and displace productive investments
by allowing them to set the standard for ail returns. The best way
to encourage investors to provide capital for the important pro-
ductive investments that are farther down the pyramid is to
reduce competition from parasitic investments. This comes back
to the fourth main message of this book: Demographic trends and
retirement plans are helping to build the phantom wealth struc-
ture. But unless the structure is replaced with one that is more
sustainable, those trends will eventually make it fail, and that in
turn will drag down the retirement plans and the economy.

It is obvious that the structure is going to be replaced anyway.
The question is whether the counrry wilr man:rge the replace-
ment process or be managed by it.

In the remainder of this book, we will concentratc on Droduc_
tive investments that are intended to

H O W  W E  C A N  M E E T  O U R  R E A L  N E E D S

r Accomplish real-world purposes, and

x Provide real returns to investors on the basis of what they actu-
ally help to accomplish.

To get back to the waterwheei analogy/ we want investments

that are like the flow of water over a wheel that provides power to

do work. We want to reduce the leaks of water around the wheel

that waste power/ accomplish no useful purpose/ and even do

damage.

Investments and SustainabilitY

The cost of making and administering productive investments

wiii always be higher than the cost of parasitic investments

because of the due diligence and constant monitoring that they

require. At a minimum/ a productive investor must understand

the company's business, how it will use additional capital, what

the investment is expected to accomplish in real terms, and the

risks that must be faced. That investor must know about con-

ventional ratios and dollar projections but also go far beyond that

and be able to make iudgments about a company's managers and

other information that is often proprietary and not available to

the public. The cost of obtaining this knowledge will always be

higher than the cost of buying and selling stocks.

ln addition, a productive investor must watch the operation of the

company. i{ it has trouble, the investor must look for ways to help

it overcome the trouble. Productive investors are owners in the

fullest sense of the word. Although millions of individuals cannot

possibly monitor and help companies, they can turn their savings

over to intermediaries who provide that function as their agents.

All this leads to a very simple conclusion. To be responsible,

Americans should use their savings to meet the needs o{ society,

pay alair share to workers, provide incomes for those who cannot

work from then-current earnings, and not reduce the ability of

future generations to enioy what we enioy today. The word that

describes this process is sustainable.
There will probably always be different opinions about what is

or isn't sustainable as more is learned about the earth's processes.

r 6 r
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But it should be obvious that parasitic investments that lead to
consuming critical resources like fresh water faster than they can
be replenished are not sustainable. There are some examples of
sustainable investments, particularly in Northern Europe, but it
is a relatively new concept and there are not many precedents.

Although individuals and some types of financial institutions
should be free to do as much parasitic, financiar speculation as
they wish, their activities should not be confused with, treated
like, or even called investing for retirement accounts. Nor should
they be allowed to dominate the country,s equity investment
structure as they do today.

Changing Financial Institutions in Time
Economists assert that peopie should be encouraged to save and
that financial institutions should channel their savings to compa-
nies that need capital. The economists are right-that is exactly
what people and institurions should do.

But except for high-pressure IpOs and secondary offerings by
growth companies, today,s equity investment practices are not
what the economists advocate. Instead, parasitic investing and
the quest for phantom returns hurts some parts of the economy
while it overstimulates others. Again, the key word is sustaln-
able. If the eventual baby boom retirement sales of stocks are the
threat they appear to be, then today,s investment practices are
among the least sustainable things around.

Practical investment alternatives shouid be develope d before
demand for them grows. If the demand for alternatives comes too
quickly before they are available, it could trigger a financial dis-
aster instead of preventing one. This could happen, for example,
if too many people sell their stocks in anticipation of a decline
before there are enough alternative productive investments. The
process of developing productive investment alternatives ro
today's stock-based retirement and mutual funds may be likened
to the testing of ideas at the state level that occurred before they
were adopted by the U.S. Constitution. In addition, wavs will
probably have to be developed to ease the orderly transfer of
rnoney from stocks to the new alternatives.

We will discuss these points further in Chapters ro anci r r.
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F in anci aI SY stem O b i ectiv es

Without repeating all the problems and needs, Iet's translatc

them into objectives that could be used to improve the financial

system.

R New financial institutions and instruments should allow indi-

viduals to put their savings into productive investments that

are sustainable in business, social, and environmental terms

by aligning the interests of workers, customers, suppliers,

communities, managers, and investors, not keeping them in

opposition.

e some of the new financial institutions and instruments should

channel savings to smaller, often community-based companies

that need equity capital but do not have the growth potential

that attracts venture capitalists. The institutions should be

active partners that help the companies succeed'

p Retirement rnvestors and portfolio managers should be able to

choose from a wide array of sound, productive investments'

s The soundness and financial condition of retirement accounts

should be evaluated on the basis of their safety and ability to

produce reliable income for retirees from the current earnings

of companies.

s Any stock held in a retirement portfolio for eventual sale

should be valued at a conservative price. Gains should not be

anticipated and they should only be recorded when the stocks

are sold.

w New arrangements should allow individuals to pool their

retirement accounts for consolidated management/ thus ehm-

inating the need for each of them to manage their own funds as

they age and make the Impossibie Decision'

w To the degree possible, government should set and enforce the

rules o{ the game, and when necessary guide the economy

rather than fight it or try to offset its effects (as with tax incen-

t ives and assistance prog,rams).
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The best way to reach these objectives is to inform people and
organizations of what is at stake so they can act in their own
best interests.

Reviewing Our Lifestyles and Consumption Patterns

,s more and more people have moved to large cities, we have
ecome less and less self-reliant in a physical sense. We are like
ogs in a machine. We work to get money and then use the
toney to meet our wants and needs. Most of us neither make the
rings we use nor fix them when they break. We just buy more
ew things. (Think of nearly everything we buy as a "thing.,,)
In order to sell more things, companies use advertising to make

s anticipate the pleasure we will get from things we don,t have.
dvertising and widely available credit leads us efficiently from
rurts of anticipation to purchases, just as companies intend lor
rem to do.
Millions of people are on a treadmiil where they must run as
st as they can just to keep up. Parents work to earn money, and
ten spend large amounts of it to buy the toys their children have
:en advertised on TV. But, guess what? The anticipation is
'eater than the fulfillment. The toys accumulate, largely unused.
3ut the next toy will really make me happy!,,
Children carry this lesson into adulthood. As the bumper sticker

r the six-wheel pickup says, "The Bigger the Boys, the Bigger
heir Toys." But the toys cost more than money. More pickups
quirc more fuel, more roads, and more parking spaces. Working
luples, who have to own two vehicles to get to their jobs, spend
turs locked in traffic. Around major cities, the question at any
me is, "What's jammed now?,, For years, environmental writers
tve pointed to the ecological costs of the ever-increasing spiral
consumptron.
Feelings about consumption wili be particularly important for
tired boomers and the communities where they live. The
nount of income that they will want will be directly related to
e i r  consumpt ion  des i res .
Turning that around and putting it more positively, the more
)omers learn how to find joy and fulfil lment wrth minimal con-
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sumption, the more they are likely to be truly h"ppy if they retire
on limited means.

Preparing for Active Aging

The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) discusses active aging in its publication Maintaining Pros-
perity in an Ageing Society.'It explains that peoples' disabilities
are often concentrated in the last two years of their life; produc-
tive life spans vary from individual to individual; educational lim-
itations are often more important than the availability of jobs for
people of all ages, including older people who can stiil work; and
work and leisure should be distributed more evenly over a person's
life rather than concentrated in phases as they tend to be today.

The new econom, which uses technology, information, and
the Internet and is fueled by stock options and phantom wealth,
is forcing people in just the opposite direction from active agrng.
Young people are driving themselves up to sixteen hours and
more a day in order to produce things, particularly software, in
return for stock and options that are just forms of phantom
wealth. In the view of some observers, these people iead nothing
even close to a balanced life. Can such lives be sustainabie?

We will discuss active aging in the context of what individuals
and organizations can do in the next two chapters. But if some-
body were to ask me what is the single most important thing for
boomers and younger people to do to prepare for their later years,
I would say without hesitation that they should prepare for
(\Ctlve A81ng.

Summary

We can take five approaches to escape from the absurd financial
trap that our nation finds itself in today. They are:

r. Changing our ways of thinking

2. Projecting our needs and the resources available to meet them

3. Replacing the phantom wealth structure

r 6 5
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4.Reviewing our lifestyles and consumption patterns

5. Preparing for act ive aging

This country's founders provided a strong precedent by dorng
in their time the type of deep thinking that millions of busy
Americans will probably have to do now.

Much of the thinking must involve projecting the real-world
needs of the country and its citizens, particularly its older citi-
zens. This must be matched with thinking about how these needs
can be met.

The phantom wealth structure must be replaced. It will not be
abie to survive after the false expectations on which it is based are
removed. When that happens, more capital will become available
for making sustainable, productive investments that meet real
needs instead of lust using money to make money. The country's
financial system will need to be upgraded, and new objectives for
the system will be needed to guide millions of interested parties
toward making their best long-term decisions.

The magnitude of the problem of providing adequate income to
older boomers will be influenced greatly by how much they think
they must consume in order to be happy. The less that is, the eas-
ier the financial problem will be to solve

As people live longer, they must change their life strategy.
Learning, working hard untii your mid-sixties, and then retinng
can't be the formula when there are too many people of retire-
ment age. Active aging appears to be one of the best ideas so far
behind a practical new strategy.

CHRpTER r  o

What Individuals Can Do

IN rnr Pnrracn I rxptRtNro that this book was written primarily

for ten groups of readers. Let's now get specific in this chapter,

and see how members of each group can use what the book says.

I1{i1Lt01T Mill ions of individuals can help change the course

" F 
*F of history by looking ahead and acting in their

-"d*ry"-B own interests and the interests of the country.

Baby Boomers

Baby boomers and others who are buying {or are being urged to

buy) stocks directly and indirectly through pension and mutual

funds to help pay for their retirement have the greatest interest in

replacing the phantom wealth structure. Their savings are being

used to expand the structure, and much of their savings will be

lost if it collapses. Here are nine actions that boomers can take to

help both themselves and the country.

Eliminate Debts

Some advisers say it's a good idea for boomers to retain their

mortgages and use what they borrow to invest more in stocks'

Others suggest that it is OK to borrow for trips or other pleasures

while there is time to enjov them.

But if retirement accounts are prey to the investment and eco-

nomic threats that we have discussed, most boomers should aim

to be debt-free as they approach their mid-sixties for at least two

reasons.
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e Boomers may have to absorb losses in both their investment
accounts and the value of their homes or other property at the
same time. That is what to expect if there is a depression. It is
important to keep in mind that a depression shrinks most asset
values but doesn't shrink debts, and it is easy to wind up owing
more than what the original purchases are worth.

m If boomers own their own homes and things get tight, they may
want to get a reverse mortgage, a scheme by which the owners
seli their homes to a lender but continue to live there and
receive monthly payments, perhaps for life. To do this, how_
ever, the owner needs substantial equity in the home.

Don't Wait for Government Help

Regardless of how you may feel about government, it will not
take the lead in changing the way the country manages capital
until it has no choice but to do so, for two simple reasons.

All the elected federal officials and candidates who would like
to be bearers of the messages in this book could meet in a
phone booth. In other words, people don,t get elected or stay in
office by predicting big problems.

Organizations that have vested interests in maintaining the
status quo make large campaign contributions. Ideas and pres_
sures for change wiil have to come first from individuals. Thrs
means you, the reader.

Review the Seven Classes of Aging Baby Boomers

Coing back to Chapter 4, reviewing the seven classes of boomers,
and thinking about which class or classes you may belong to rs
the second step to take. Think particularly about whether you
may be one of the Surprised, who expect to retire but will find
you must work when your retirement plans prove inadequate.
Those who think they may fall into this class must learn more.
The best way to do this is to take the next steps shown here.
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Ask Questions and Insisf on Good Answers

When this book was written, few pension plan and mutual fund
managers or financial and estate planning specialists would dis-
cuss the SFR cycle. Many had never heard of it or thought about
it. That will change as the back half of the cycle approaches.

Boomers who expect stocks to help finance their retirements

should ask their advisers or those who manage their accounts

about how the cycle can affect them. These individuais can

ask very simple questions based on the system-failure analysis

technique.
TWo sets of questions that can be used as a guide are included

as Appendixes C and D of this book. Readers are encouraged to

quote them, use them as a guide for asking their own questions,

or send photocopies of them to those whom they want to ask.

Indeed, it is important to do so. Here's why.

Asking these questions can shift what lawyers call the burden

of proof from those who question today's investment practices

to those who advocate them and have the greatest interest in

continuing them.

If enough people ask their advisers, retirement plan managers,

brokers, and other financial services professionals about the

SFR cycle, those professionals will have to take the questions

seriously. (A later section in this chapter addresses those pro-

fessionals specifically and explains why this is so.)

If the financial services professionals can provide a sound

explanation for how the cycle can work, the baby boomers will

be able to trust their retirement plans.

If the financial services industry does not provide a good

explanat ion, then mil l ions of boomers and others wi l l  want

to shi f t  f rom buying stocks for phantom returns to sounder

investments.

If the financial services industry continues to avoid questions

about the cycle, the avoidance will be obvious and it will

become a nat ional issue.

r 6 9
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s Eventually, the industry will realize that the questions and
their answers form apublic record.If the industry misleads the
public and the cycle fails, this record would be like the records
that are so important in the liability litigation of other indus-
tries, like asbestos, automobiles, tobacco, and guns.

A letter written with Appendixes C and D as guidelines might
read, in part, as follows (see the Appendixes for the actual guide-
l ines):

The main reason to invest retirement savings in stocks or
funds that buy them is to receive gains. The stocks must
be sold to realize the gains. I expect to begin selling my
stocks for retirement income or to convert them to secu-
rities that pay interest in about _ [give the year].

Because any gains or losses that I may receive will be
determined by the supply of and demand for stocks when
they will be sold, what do you anticipate will be the mar-
ket conditions when I expect to begin selling my stocks
and for the following _ linsert a number] years?

Based on demographic projections, how many working
Americans are expected to be in their peak earning years
and buying stocks for retirement accounts, and how
many baby boomers are expected to be seiling stocks for
retirement incomes when I expect to be selling?

Can you provide or refer me to studies of the supply and
demand conditions that are expected to prevail when
baby boomers sell their stocks for retirement income
and the anticipated effects of these conditions on mar,
ket prices?

Can you provide or refer me to studies that show, from
the national standpoint, how baby boomers will be able
to retire without imposing the cost of their consump-
tion on workers?

W H A T  I N D I V I D U A L S  C A N  D O

Answers based on the history of the stock market will not be
valid unless they are linked to a specific period when waves of
planned selling-like what can be expected when boomers' retire-
ment accounts do their planned selling-occurred.

If boomers ask these questions and get weak or unresponsive
answers/ they would be wise to base their actions on the cold
logic of system-failure analysis. It is very simple. If the SFR cycle
depends on buyers and nobody can explain who the buyers may

be, then boomers can't depend on the cycle to support them.

Preparc to Work If You Can

Chapter 4's discussion of the seven classes of baby boomers

explained why work will be an important source of income for

millions of them. If at all possible, readers should try to be among

the Realistic.
A quick look at different parts of the country today shows

vastly different employment patterns for older people. In Fiorida,

retirees are welcome, but aging professionals in many fields are

not encouraged to hang up their shingles. In rural parts of the

northern states/ so many young people have moved away that

despite the strong national economy, many communities are left

with mostly older people who are having trouble providing for

themselves.
Until there are statewide and national strategies for helping

older people provide for themselves, aging boomers should plan to

be as self-supporting as they can/ even considering the work oppor-

tunities that different areas offer when deciding where to live.

Integrate Work and Lifestyle

People today have the opportunity to enioy far more rewarding

lives. The conventional pattern is to learn and prepare for a

career/ work hard, postpone pleasure, and save for retirement. It

may be that, for many, a more balanced alternative includes a life-

time o{ learning, some pleasure along the way, and enioyable
work. Some people of all ages are doing this now, and it may

become a normal pattern for everyone.
Th is  leads  d i rec t l y  in to  ac t ive  ag ing .

1 7 1
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Start or loin Active Aging Clubs or Retirement Clubs

The term active /rg1ng was used by the organization for Econom-
ic and Co-operative Development iOECD) to describe ,,the capac_
ity of people, as they grow older, to lead productive lives in the
society and economy. This rneans that people can make frexible
choices in the way they spend time over life-in learning, in
work, in leisure, and in care-giving.,"

Thousands of community-based organizations offer people
help, ideas, and advice on a wide range of subjects. Some are asso-
crated with churches or synagogues; others are nonprofit com-
munity service centers. Some concentrate on helping senior
ci t izens.

So far, few of these organizations are focused on helprng
boomers prepare for their later years. The sooner they begin to do
so, the more good they will be able to do.

These organizations could investigate a wide range of issues,
inciuding finances, housing, employment, transportation, and of
course/ health care. Their members could brainstorm probrems
and develop ways to solve them, guide elected officials at federal
and state levels, exert pressure on employers and the financial
services industry, and form self-help teams to meet local needs.
They could also help aging Americans find creative ways to make
more money or negotiate as a group for better deals than they
could obtain as individuals.

Thousands of investment clubs provide education, informa-
tion, social interaction, and opportunities to make money. Most
concentrate on stock gains. If the stocks-for-retirement cycle is
flawed, the appeal of stocks will eventually decline. But the
investment club model and perhaps even existing clubs can adapt
and provide comparable services for active aging and retirement.
There is probably a need for networks of active aging and retire-
ment clubs, complete with educatronal organizatrons and jour-
nals to support them. The Internet is a natural tool for these
networks. You may want to become involved with an existing
organization and help it meet the needs of boomers, or you may
want to help start a new one.
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Demand New Types of Sustainable Investments

It is unlikely that investments to build the facilities needed by
the growing number of people over age 65 couid double in four
years or less. These investments fall into the productive invest-
ment gap, and thus they will not be made by the private sector as
long as the costs of capital are inflated by expectations of stock
gains.

The country should not only end the investment competition

from stock speculation but also find ways to channel savings into

productive investments that are intended to provide real returns

for years. Instead of being like one-time crops that must be har-

vested, these investments must protect capital and pay retire-

ment incomes from then-current earnings.
For decades, the stocks of some large companies-particularly

utilities-met the need for large, dependable dividends. Those

stocks are now few and far between. But if stock prices are des-

tined to become much less important/ that kind of investment

will have to return-brought back "by popular demand."

Find Ways to Avoid the Impossible Decision

Unless they are in an unusual situation, peopie can't predict how

long they will l ive. For years, people have bought life insurance

to protect against the risk that they might die too soon (or in

order to build estatesJ. But now, millions of people face the oppo-

site risk: living longer than their capabilities and assets will sus-

tain them.
Life expectancies, il lnesses, and disabilities can be projected for

groups of people but not for individuals. Today, it is hard for older

peopie to spread their individual risks by foining a group at rea-

sonable costs. For example, the premiutns for long-term care

insurance increase rapidly as the age at which one purchases

them increases.
When 4or(k)plans kick people out to face an uncertain future,

they  can buy  annu i t ies  to  io in  a  g roup.  But  annu i t ies  can br ing

two problems: high commission costs and dependence on the SFR

cycle. To promise high-income payments, annuity issuers must

project port fol io c:rrnings. lJnfortunately,  in many cases these
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proJected earnings assume the continuation of historic stock
gains-exactly what we have seen may not be in the cards.

unfortunately, there are not many good solutions to the Impos-
sible Decision problem right now, largely because not many Deo-
ple are demanding them. you can help create dema'd for them by
taking the steps already mentioned: joining or forming actrve
aglng or rettrement clubs; working through your union; dealing
directly with financial services professionals; and contacting your
local, state, and federal officials.

Work with your Employer
Employers face uncertainties every bit as great as do baby
boomers. For example/ state and locar governments that deoend
on stocks to help pay the cost of  def ined benef i t  pension f lans
will have to look to other sources if stocks don,t do the iob. This
could mean reduced services or higher taxes for their jurisdic_
tions. similarly, if stocks fail, companies with defined benefit
pians wiil herve to pay the cost of pensions out of their earnrngs
and assets. The next chapter discusses some alternatives for
employers to today's retirement plans.

Employees nust understand that this is a ser ious issue for
employers. Poor decisions could lead to bankruptcy, which of
course, would affect the employees. Conversely, employers must
work with their employees and avoid even the appearance of
trickery. There is no substitute for open, honest, and constructlve
exchange of ideas to develop plans for aging employees that will
stand the test of time.

Younger Workers

People born after ry64have different considerations from those
of the baby boomers. {Although they do have more in common
wi th  the  fun io r  Boomers ,  who wcre  born  a f te r  r955.1  Many o f
these younger people already believe that they are on their own
and will have to provide for their <twn later years. They may be
right.

Many also bel ieve that stocks offer their  best path to furure
comfort ,  but that may not be r ight.  No book wri t tcn today can
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project what will happen when 6o million Ceneration Xers start

turning 65 around the year zo3o. The best we can do now is to
suggest some things for them to keep in mind.

Whether or not the analysis of the SFR cycle in this book is cor-

rect, the drive to inflate stock prices must end sometime. In the

best of all worlds, the prices will level off and stay relatively sta-

ble ior years while the country's investment systems are being

upgraded. The sixteen years from 1965 to r98o might offer a
precedent of a best-case scenario. During that period, when many

Generation Xers were born, the stock market as measured by the

Dow )ones Industrial Average rose less than a single point. Of

course, that wasn't exactly the best of times, because the market

lost nearly half  of  i ts value in ry73-74. As stock advocates are

quick to point out, however, it did come back up.

But if the best case is stock price stagnation while improve-

ments are being made to the financial system, other possibilities

such as a sustained bear market are far worse. To understand why

abear market might happen, Gen Xers need only consider that if

their peak earnings years follow the historical pattern of those of

people ages 40 to 6o, they will do most of their stock buying

between about zoo5 and zo3 5. This will probably coincide pretty

closely with the time when retired boomers will be selling many

of their stocks. If there turns out to be only about one Cen Xer to

buy each boomer's stocks, even stagnant stock prices will be hard

to achieve.
Here are a {ew points for Generation Xers to consider'

* Constder life over the long term. The world, the country, and

local communities will have many needs. Look for fulfil l ing

work and investment opportunities that help meet those needs.

*v Watch how' the bootners' SFR c:tcle evolves. This will probably

be the single most important factor to consider when Gen Xers

make their own investment plans.

g If rr becomes clear thttt the cycle won't tvork f or boomers, then

there's no hurry to buy sf ocks f or retirentent (tccounts. It cor-rld

be a big mistake to br"ry the boomers'  stocks for the long tcrm

before the market reacts to their  sales. I t  should be noted that

1 7 5
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this conflicts directly with the most prevaient advice to buy
stocks early so their gains can compound for decades.

w PIan to work well bevond the age of 65. The younger people
following Ceneration X will be to them as they 

"r" 
to tt.

boomers' There are rimits to how much any generation can
support its predecessors.

w study the history of former growth tndustfies. Those Gen Xers
who are doing well in today's fastest-[Jrowing industries should
study the history of the auto industry and the aircraft, radio,
consumer electronics, and even large computer industrres.
Many people did well professionally, but investors often did
not.

Finally, there are three reasons why Generation Xers should
think about how they can help the country recover if the
boomers' SFR cycle fails. First, there is duty, obligation, and serv-
ice-ideas that helped build the country Ior everyone to enjoy and
pass on.

second, it will be their problem to iive with. The sooner rt ls
cleaned up, the better things will be for them.

Third, there is self-interest. if the SFR cycle does lead to seri-
ous probiems, those who help provide the best solutions will
probably be those who do the best as u.ell.

parents of Baby Boomers

The beginning of the twenty-first century offers a uniclue oppor_
tunlty-not just in rhetoric but in the rives of real peopre. Mir-
lions of Americans are parents of baby boomers and Gen Xers and
grandparents of the children of both. Nlany of these mature peo_
ple have the financial independence, time, education, experience,
wisdom, historical perspective, and (I believe) the obligation to
help the next generation rnake wise preparatrons. It wourd Lre a
tragic mistake for the country not to use these resources while
they are available.

The basic premise of wiliam Strauss a'd Neil Howe rs that the
lessons of the past are always lost rather than used to prevent dis-
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asters from recurring.' But millions of people are alive today who
remember the Great Depression or remember hearing their par-
ents describe it. These people are ideally placed to use their
understanding to help anticipate how a similar disaster might
happen in the future and to take actions to prevent it.

Older people who understand a region-be it a rural area, a sub-
urb, a city, or a state-and its past can be particularly vaiuable in
helping to anticipate its future needs. It would be a tragic mistake
to make each generation solve its own problems, particularly
when some of the problems appear to be so predictable and even
repetitive. As my grandfather used to say, "Who can even guess
at what is lost when a learned person dies?" I recently came
across the same thought in a book, expressed this way: "When an
olderperson dies, allbrary is lost." Let's save and use as much as
we can while we can.

Today's older generation can try to help their descendants
think realistically about the future. They can use their contacts,
influence, and other resources to get leaders of companies, finan-
cial organizations, communities/ states, and the federal govern-
ment to consider the stocks-for-retirement cycle and its
ramifications. Many parents of boomers also have a direct inter-
est in what boomers do, because their own financial futures are
on the line. Those who live into the time when boomers start
selling therr stocks may have their own situations affected by any
financial upheavals that result.

Wealthy People

By wealthy individuals ,I refer to those who have enough assets
to provide for their needs and comfort, regardless of what happens
to stock and real estate prices, and who expect to leave assets to
their heirs or to causes. I also refer to individuals who are consid-
ered to be clualified investors by securities laws.

Wealthy people usual ly have three main concerns: to protect
their wealth, use it effectively while they are alive, and pass it on
when they die. Because stocks now represent such a large accu-
mul;rtion of what the country treats as wealth, the SFR cycle is
vitally important to most wealthy people rcgardless of their age.
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Protecting Wealth

If the SFR cycle poses a threat to srock prices, stocks are obvi-
ously not safe places to store wearth foi the long term. iust as
most baby boomers who have pension plans or retirement
accounts should ask about the cycle, wealthy people {some of
whom are boomers) should ask their rnvestment ad.visers about
how the cycle can affect them. If it can,t work, they need to con-
sider other ways to protect the wealth they have in stocks.

It tnay be wise to rank assets by relative safety and compare
them with alternative investments. There are two aspects to this
ranking: nominal value and purchasing power value. Although
business setbacks or a sustained bear market and a depressron
would destroy the nominal value of stocks, it is impossibre to pre-
dict purchasing power or inflation. Fal'ng stock prices would be
deflationary' But if the government t'es to offset falling stock
prices and stirnulate the economy bf inlectrng more purchasrng
power, its actions would tencr to be intlatronary. No one can know
in advance which of these opposing forces would prevail.

Although stocks have generally been considered to be a good
hedge against inflation, they might not provide protection if their
prices are being driven down by liquidation of retirement savings.
Thus, regardless of what the history of stock prices suggests,
today's stocks may not be secure, long-term investments.

Some wealthy people have put significant amounts of money
into hedge funds that use derivatives and formulas to oifset mar-
ket risk' No matter that deveropers of some of these formulas
received Nobel prices for their work, it rs rmportant to consider
the scale-effect problem that was discussed in Chapter z. Unless
the formulas that are used to manage today,s inrrestments take
into consideration the total suppry of and demand for securrties
in the entire market, those formulas are unreliable.

This discussion botls clown to the simple point that the more
you depend on parasitic investments to provide phantom rerurns,
the greater the risk you run, because phantom returns come
entirely from markct actions and can vanish without a trace.
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What to Do with Wealth

If the SFR cycle can't work, stocks wiil not provide the broad road
to wealth for as long into rhe future as they have in the past. If
that is the case, one of the surest ways to create wealth may be
by making productive investments and nurturing them for the
real returns that they produce.

There are not many good ways to do this today. Most large
companies do not want more capital, and except for angel and
venture funds, the financial system is not efficient in channeling
equity capital to small companies that need it. This is particu-
Iarly true of community-based little companies that have sound
prospects but nowhere near the potential for rapid growth that
angels and venture capitalists seek.

Little companies usually need more than just money, including
advice, contacts, and sometimes a bit of clout. Wealthy individu-
als could experiment by putting small amounts of money into
pools run by experienced operational managers. These managers
would work with the companies in their portfolios and help them
prosper in the long run in exchange for a portion of the results.

There are few such pools today, for a variety of reasons. The
main one is that with stocks doing so well, there is no demand for
them. But wealthy individuals who see the need to find alterna-
tives for protecting their wealth for decades or longer could pro-
vide the necessary demand, and at the same time create
opportunities for themselves and help meet national needs.
Those who pioneer this type of investing may do very weli by it.

Passing on Wealth

Today, stock portfolios are the preferred way to build wealth and
pass it on to beneficiaries. Tax laws encourage this strategy. But
the farther into the future a person plans to use the approach, the
more unreliable it appears. We cannot predict when market prices
wrll start to be affected by the impending baby boom sales, but
the strategy may not be very good from that point on.

In the past some wealthy families built companies and build-
ings  tha t  they  cou ld  leave to  he i rs  as  long- tc rm,  opcra t ing  en t i t ies
that were intended to provide real returns for vears or genera-
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tions. A few examples of this are Cornlng, Du pont, Ford, East_
man Kodak, Motorola, and pittsburgh plate Glass. The chrysler
Building in New york was built for this purpose.. The time may
be coming for wealthy individuars to reconsider strategies of this
type to help communities and the country as a whole while pre-
serving their estates and providing for their heirs.

Visionary Leaders
A large group of people in the United States today are trying to
reduce the emphasis on materialism and find a better balance of
values and goals. This group includes those who are working for
more socially, ethically, politically, and environmentally sustain-
able business practices. Hazel Henderson, the internationaily
published futurist, lecturer, and organizational consultant who
wrote the Foreword to this book, is an outstanding example.

These people are working under a tremendo.,, hrrdrhip. Even
when they advise corporate executives, government officials, and
others who are of like minds, their proposals are often resisted for
fear of hurting corporate profits and stock prices. The earlier dis-
cussion of Ben & ierry,s showed lust how poorly financial ana_
lysts can view corporate attempts ro consider more than just
stockholder returns.

In spite of their uphill struggle, many vrsionary leaders are
proving that idealism and realism are compatible. Their case is
easiest to make when the costs of their proposals are low or can
be recovered quickly. Actions that requrre significant expendi_
tures or costs that can only be recovered slowly ,re , to.,gh",
sel l .

Until recently there have not been many reasons why a com_
pany should change its practices if the cost of change wourd be
high or the recovery period long. But, now a visionary leader who
understands the SFR cycle and its imphcations can explain the
costs of not changing, and what mar, happen if a company does
not start planning to do so in time.

To put it simply, the story could gc, like this. Company X does
not want to rock the boat.  What i t  is doing seelns rn te *orkrrrg,
and al though i t  courd treat i ts employees better,  be a better cor-
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porate citizen, or do more to protect the environment, its execu-
tives don't want to risk hurting earnings or upsetting sharehold-
ers. The executives may not like it, but they are convinced that
their jobs, their careers, and their financiai welfare depend on
increasing share prices. And after all, what good wiil it do if they
lose their jobs? Wiil their repiacements be any better?

Understanding the flaw in the SFR cycle gives a visionary
leader a three-part approach to stand this kind of reluctance on its
ear. The first part includes explaining how the SFR cycle wili
greatly reduce stock prices and hence their importance. If baby
boom sales dominate the stock market, prices can drop like a box
of rocks and there will be little that any company can do to fight
that national trend.

The second part involves asking how the company will func-
tion when its stock price becomes less important. Who will be its
most powerful constituents then and what will be its goals? If
stock prices fall and lose their significance abruptly, how will the
company identify its new reasons for being and convert to them?
Are there any practical steps the company can take to prepare for
its metamorphosis from a caterpillar to a butterfly, or rn il l it lust
have to "wing it" when the time comes? For as the mature but-
terfly said to the youngster just emerging from its chrysalis, "You
can forget most of that stuff you learned as a caterpillar; it isn't
relevant anymore."

There are good answers to these questions. The corporation
will best be able to prosper if society needs it. Its main con-
stituents will be those who depend on it the most: the stakehold-
ers that have been identified by critics of today's stockholder
domination, including employees, retirees, customers, suppliers,
communities, and the environment, in addition to the investors.

The third part of a visionary leader's approach can be rnodeled
on that of companies with large research and development pro-
grams. Frequently, ideas emerge in R&D facilities that may be
important if they can be made to work but initially are shrouded
in unknowns. Such ideas go through an awkward stage, when
their continued development would be too expensive to hide or
absorb in the overhead budget but there is just not enough infor-
mation to justify full-fledged development efforts.
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Some companies that know their future depends on a continu-
ing stream of new product ideas have a budget for exploring these
ideas that treats them like options.+ If further exploration shows
the results will be negative, well, that's the breaks. But if the
results are positive/ the return can be very satisfactory. And if sev-
eral options work out, the resulting opportunities in combination
may be huge.

There are strong reasons why a successful corporation should
establish this kind of options budget to help it make the transi-
tion. The principle is sound. Some experiments could be financed
from the options budget that would be useful whether or not they
will be needed for the metamorphosis. The point is that impor-
tant, low-cost experiments can be undertaken quietly that may
produce very important knowledge for when it is needed.

If visionary leaders and consultants explain why today's waste-
ful investment processes must change when stock prices no
longer drive corporate America, and couple that with the options
approach to experimentation, they wili have a stronger argument.
Furthermore, variations of this push-puil approach to change can
be used to help communities, local and state governments, and
eventually the federal government prepare for the changes that
are coming.

Financial Services Professionals

Brokers, mutual and pension fund managers, investment advisers,
financial and estate planners, and other financial services profes-
sionals may find themselves in a sticky situation. They can
expect an increasing stream of questions about the SFR cycle
from baby boomers and others until a consensus ernerges on how
it will work.

Many of these professionals will not want to admit, even to
themselves, that the cycle is flawed. But they have iiduciary
responsibilities and are accountable for their actions and advice.
That can pr.rt them in a double-bind.

Consider the managers of portfolios n'ho conclucle that the cycle
involves serious risks and that their funds should be shifted out of
stocks in time to prevent losses. If they do it too soon and the mar-
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ket continues to rise they may lose their jobs; this happened to

severai managers of large mutual funds during the late r99os.

They may even be sued for failing to meet their fiduciary respon-

sibilities to produce market returns, which also happened. But if

the cycle does fail, a whole new body of law may be written when

portfolio managers are sued because they didn't see it coming.

Financial advisers may be in a similar position. If they brush off

or answer questions about the cycle incorrectly and it eventually

does fail, they may find themselves in legal trouble. If they

acknowledge that it is a serious problem but don't have good

answers to the next predictable questions from their clients about

alternative investments, they may lose the clients. They can hurt

their own business by iust being honest.

The tobacco industry found that warning labels on cigarette

packages didn't provide much legal protection. Similarly, finan-

cial services professionals may find that if they provide small-

print, boilerplate cautions it will not protect them from

complaints about the strong messages and bold graphs they use

to promote their products.

In sum, financial services professionais have particuiarly strong

reasons to learn more about the SFR cycle as soon as they can. If

they become satisfied that they can explain how it can work as

everybody hopes it will, they will be able to proceed with confi-

dence. But if they don't see how it can work, the sooner they

understand that, the better they will be able to serve their clients

and protect themselves. In addition, they will see why they must

find or develop alternative investment products to recommend to

their chents.
Financial professionals should have their associations analyze

the SFR cycle and its implications. How to do this will be dis-

cussed in the next chapter. Probably the worst thing they can do

is ignore the cycle and hope it will just go away. It probably won't.

Corporate Directors, Executives, and Managers

This is another group of individuals who are in a difficult spot.

Today, those who run large public corporations that have institu-

tional shareholders know who's the boss. Regardless of what they
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may believe personally, unless thel' meet the demands of these
shareholders, they can't expect to keep their jobs. In addrtron,
their compensation is often tied to the price performance of their
stock.

They are not powerless, however,, and at least three paths are
open to them.

w They can do their own examination of the SFR cycle and prol_
ect how it may affect their companies.

w They can analyze the retirement plans of their employees to
see how large drops in stock prices might affect the plans, the
future profits of their companies, and the employees. It would
be ideal if employees or their representatives also participated
in this analysis, because if it shov's that change is needed, the
employees will have to have faith in the process of change.

w They can use the options approach discussed for visionary Iea-J-
ers (whom they may also be) to develop pians and strategies to
use when the need arises. Because the cost of this approach is
minimal, it would not affect their profits or stock prices signif-
icantly, so the institutional shareholders need not be aroused.

Government Officials

officials of federal, state, and local governments may also be in
awkward situations. Nobody wants to be the bearer of bad tid-
ings. Elected officials and most who run for office treat bad news
about the future like something the cat dragged in; nevertheless,
they have responsibilities to the public.

some elected and career officials are quite like corporate exec-
utives. Their jobs and their consciences require them to examine
potential problems, and the SFR cycle can give them a bundle of
probiems.

For example, consider the head of a public retirement system
that is committed to providing pensions to ret i red employees.
Assume that the system uses stocks to increase the value of i ts
portfolio and reduce the taxes that the jurisdiction,s residents
must pay to provide the system. I f  the SFR cycle is f lawed, the
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system will face big troubles. Sometime in the future, the juris-

diction may have to choose between raising taxes or reneginp; on
its commitments to its employees.

But there's another bug as well. Most jurisdictions borrow
money continuously, i{ only to roll over their maturing bonds.
When credit rating agencies eventually conclude that stock-based
pension plans are weak, they will probably start to reduce credit
ratings for long-term bonds because of potential pension liabili-
ties. That could happen long before boomers start to retire.

Next, consider state, regional, countt and municipal planners.
These are the people who will have to consider how to provide

their junsdictions' share of the facilities, which will be like creat-
ing three additional New Yorks, Chicagos, and Houstons. They
should expect that many of the older people who will need these
facilities will have very limited means. On top of that, they shouid
be aware of the possibiiity of a serious economic downturn.

At the federal level, there is the Pension Benefit Guarantee
Corporation {PBGC). This agency underwrites at least part of the
pension liabilities of company defined benefit pension plans. It

was created after the stock market slump of r973-74, when the
stock portfolios of company pension plans shrank to a fraction of
their former value. If the SFR cycle does have a fatal {7aw, the srze

of PBGC's job could make the savings and loan bailout look like

child's play.

In the next chapter, we will explore ideas for new types of

organizations and financial instruments to meet real needs. Many

of these approaches will be slow to develop unless government

officials cooperate and use their waiver authorities to permit

experiments.
Final ly,  al though government off ic ials probably can' t  be

expected to take the lead in examining the SFR cycle, they

should certainly be aware of i t .  Short ly before Lawrence Sum-
mers was confirmed as Secretary of Treasury, he was asked at a
meeting what he thought would happen when baby boomers
shif t  f rom buying stocks to sel l ing them. He answered that he
hadn't thought about it. As a person in the audience was heard to
comment,  "He'd better."
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Professors

Professors of business, economics, and government perform at
least three vital functions. They teach students how to think and
prepare for professional careers. They conduct research to
advance knowledge. And as consultants, they advise govern-
ments and businesses.

I think that too often business school professors in particular
teach, do research, and provide advice on a level that is narrow
and superficial. As just one example, there is nothing profound in
asking, as this book does, what good are stocks for retirement
accounts if they will not be sold for gains. But few business pro_
fessors or business school deans seem willing to consider that
questlon.

In the physical and life sciences, research goes two ways: down
into ever-greater detail and up toward ever-broader understandi,ng,
It goes wherever the probing of humans has never gone before.

In contrast, much of what busrness schools call research
involves going out to companies and observing what they are
already doing. The research does not lead, it follows.

I could expand this section into several chapters, but that rs
beyond the scope of this volume. Rather, in the next chapter I,ll
suggest examples of the type of work that pioneering professors
can do to make a huge contribution.

Heads of Philanthropic Foundations

The typicai foundation has two sides-the program side, which
pursues the organization's mission, and the portfolio side, which
provides money for the program.

The portfolios of some of America's largest foundations contarn
bi l l ions of dol lars worth of stocks. These port fol ios are as vul-
nerable to a faiiure of the SFR cycie as are the baby boomers,
retirement accounts. If there is an economic dislocation or a
depression, requests for assistance from foundation programs will
probably increase iust as their portfolio values collapse. But as we
will discuss in the next chapter, in adiition to foundations having
a dual need, the senior executives w-ho are responsible for both
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sides of these foundations' operations are in a unique position to

help develop solutions.

Five Whys (or Hows)

As many historians have explained, America grew quickly

because it had plenty of land and resources to support an influx

of people. Things were done fast without much planning. Land

and resources were used extravagantly to save labor, which was

scarce. Thought and action occurred simultaneously.

The so-called new economy is expanding today in a similar

manner. But some things will be different for Americans during

the zooos. As we have already discussed, people will have to

think things through more thoroughly than they did in the past.

fapanese manufacturers offer a good lesson in this.

In their drive to increase exports/ the |apanese concentrated on

quality. One way to do this was developed by Taiichi Ohno, who

is  genera l l y  c red i ted  w i th  invent ing  ius t - in - t ime produc t ion .

Ohno said that to really understand something you have to ask

"why" five times.
Here's an example. Why is the gap between the doors so much

wider on one side of a car than on the other side? Answering that

question can lead to the stamping plant that makes the door pan-

els. Asking why at the stamping plant can lead to the steel sup-

plier. Asking the steel supplier can lead to questions about

variations in the mix of materials that are used to make each

batch of steel.  And asking what the steel suppl ier can do to

remove the variations can iead to realizing the need for real-time

process control of the content of steel batches' Question

sequences lust like this led to better ways for |apanese and even-

tually American companies to produce steel and build cars'

When I used this technique to develop many of the points

includeci in this book, I found that "how" often produced a better

cluestion than "why." And I don't think there is any magic in the

number five. But the principle is in-rportant. Superficial expla-

nations do not help people to understand and solve complex

problems.
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Press conferences by public officials sometimes permit follow-
up questions. In practice, the follow-ups are just the first whys or
hows. They can't go deep enough to convey real understanding or
show what the official does or doesn't really understand.

Similarly, if readers of this book try to test its contents and
advance their own understanding by asking the right questions,
they will often encounter superficial answers. They must persist
by asking why and how until they are given an answer that satis-
fies their need to find causes, not just effects.

Readers are likely to find that on these issues the experts are
often not able to answer beyond the first or second level. pursu-

ing these questlons may be discouraging, but doing so will show
how much more \4.e all have to learn.

Summary

We all have a stake in America's future. Some-like the baby
boomers, younger workers, parents of baby boomers, wealthy
people, visionary leaders, financial professionals, corporate lead-
ers/ government officials, professors, and heads of philanthroprc
foundations-are in a strong position to influence the future.

There are many things that people in each group can do that is
in their own interest to help shift the country away from its phan-
tom wealth structure. But the most iundamental thing to do is to
understand, more deeply than many do today, wfty things are hap-
pening as they are and how they can be improved.
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Appendix A

Quest ions  fo r  Readers  to  Ask  Themse lves

Many books and web sites offer checklists and forms to help peo-
ple anticipate therr retirement income needs and sources. This
list is different. It rs intended to help readers think about and ask
deeper questi.ons about what they want the rest of their lives to
mean.

To begin, look dorvn the list and pick a category or a few ques_
tions that are of greatest interest to you. Don't try to deal with all
the questions at oncei but return to this appendix later and think
through a ferv more of them. If you iot down your answers and
review them in the future, you may find that your thoughts
change over time.

The questrons are intended to spur thinking, learning, and
preparing. I{ vou expect to age with someone, change the noun
t '1" to "we."

Chapter ro discussed the five ,,whys,, that the |apanese asked
to refine therr industrial processes. Similarly, cub newspaper
reporters were traditionally taught to ask who, what, where,
when, and horru'. Each of the following cluestions can lead to rts
own array of five or more levels of who, what, where, when, how,
and why.

None of the questrons or subseqllent questions have answers
that are right or r,vrong in the abstract. your answers are imo'r-
tant only to vou.

Questions About This Book

s Does this book seem reasonable, or does it seem wrong in some
way?.

w How can I resolve n'hat it says about stocks and retirernents
with everything eLse i know, believe, think, or have heardi

m Should I  send let ters or ask quest ions l ike those shown in
Appendixes B C, and Di

What should I say or do if I get answers that are based on

the past performance of stocks or the reply, "It's too hard to

predict" ?

With whom can I discuss the book?

Should I be active in the Social Security debate, perhaps by

sending a letter like that shown in Appendix B?

Questions About MY Mindset

Can I honestly say that I think I will enjoy or be content to con-

tinue living as I am now during my later years?

Am I interested more in what I can get from society or what I

can contribute to society?

Do I want to be self-reliant or do i want to live with other peo-

ple and age with them?

Do I expect to work hard, build a retirement kitty, and enjoy

years of retirement?

Do I think of my work as something I would only do if paid?

What fields or subjects would I most enjoy continuing to learn

about?

Questions About MY Situation

Into which of the seven classes of boomers discussed in Chap-

ter 2 am I most likely to fall?

Do I expect to grow older with someone or by myself?

s What are my health prospects?

Will others depend on me as I grow older?

If I plan to manage my own affairs as I age but then become

incapacitated and unable to do so, who wil l manage my affairs

for  me?
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On Finding Satisfaction and Fulfillment

What do I do that is really satisfying and fulfil l ing?

what would I hke to do that I think would be satisfying and ful-
f i l l inel

Whorn do I know rvho has aged well {or not aged well)i

whom do I admire and respect who has red a long life that I
would like to emulate?

How wiil my interests change and what will become Darticu_
larly important as I gron' older?

Can I prepare for my later years as I prepared for my career?

Quest ions About Ret irement Income

Do I expect to have adequate income when I retire?

Do I expect to receive income from a penslon, annurty, or
defined benefrt plan?

Does the provider of that income expect stocks to help provide
i t l

what backup is available to the provider if the stock market
declines i

Do I  expect to receive income from 4or(k),  IRA, or other tax_
advantaged portfolios that u,ould be produced by stock gains?

what would I do if any of the sources of retirement income that
I anticipate were to have disappointing results or fail?

On the Impossible Decision

If I manage my retire ment portfolio and it contains securit ies
that wil l have to be sold for income, should I decide how long
to make them last  or  should I  put  them into a pool  to  get
"longevity" insuranc e ?
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r If I decide to manage the sale of my retirement assets as I grow
older, how long should I try to make them last?

x What will I do if my decision turns out to be wrong and I out-
live my assets?

Questions About Work in Later Years

r Do I have job security?

I,Cen I expect to continue to work in my same field or job as I
get older?

I Wili I become obsolete if I don't keep on learning and adapting?

r Wil l I  want to stay in this f ie ld or job?

x What will I want from my job in later years in addition to
income?

r How can I anticipate and prepare for the employment opportu-
nities that will be open to me?

Questions About Consumption

* Am I living on my income, or do I borrow against future
income to pay for my consumption today?

e Why do I buy most things-because I really need or want and
will use them; because I am responding to advertising and pro-

motion; to get what is currently in styie; or to replace things
that I am trred of?

w Do I usually enjoy the things I buy and consume, or have I
often found that anticipation was greater than the fulfillment?

s Do my possessions work for me, or am I working to get and
maintain my possessions ?

w Do I have physical or medicai disabilities th:rt will recluire sig-
nificant levels of expenditures and consumption?
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F If my income declines as I grorv older, how will I adiust my con-

sumDtion to match?

Questions About Where to Live

x will I want and be able to afford to stay where I am living now

as I grow older?

x If I own my own home, will it be serving me in later years, or

will I be serving it?

w If I move, will I want to live in a community of older people or

with people of all ages?

w If I will want to or have to move, v'il l I stay in the same gen-

eral area or go to a different part of the country?

x Before I move to a different region, how can I be sure I will l ike

i t?

x If I consider a retirement community, how can I be sure I will

have enough income to afford it?

m Can I expect to be relatively fixed in what I want, or am I gen-

erally flexible and able to adapt to r'r'hat comes along?

On Sources of Advice

Whom can I ask about how peoples'lives and outlooks change

as they grow older?

Do I have friends or associates with whom I can have open,

candid discussions of these types of questions?

I{ I think this book may be right about the risks of stocks and

managing retirement incomes, how can I find advisers or pro-

fessionals to manage my affairs who agree with its premise?
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